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READERS GUIDE
Core Profile Documentation
These topics will provide an overview of the model without the burden of detail. Each
can be read in about 5-10 minutes. Each contains links to more detailed information if
required.

Model Purpose
This document describes the primary purpose of the model.

Model Overview
This document describes the primary aims and general purposes of this modeling
effort.

Assumption Overview
An overview of the basic assumptions inherent in this model.

Parameter Overview
Describes the basic parameter set used to inform the model, more detailed
information is available for each specific parameter.

Component Overview
A description of the basic computational building blocks (components) of the model.

◦ Smoking History Generator Component

◦ Population Component

◦ Natural History Component

◦ Survival Mortality Component

Output Overview
Definitons and methodologies for the basic model outputs.

Results Overview
A guide to the results obtained from the model.

Key References
A list of references used in the development of the model.
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MODEL PURPOSE

SUMMARY
This document provides a brief overview of the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research
Center (FHCRC) lung cancer model. This model uses an underlying biologically based
multistage model (with additional age, period and cohort effects) to represent the
effects of smoking on the natural history of lung cancer. The FHCRC lung cancer
model may be utilized to address questions about the impact of public health
information on US lung cancer trends, and to predict the hypothetical impact of
alternative tobacco control policies.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the FHCRC lung cancer model is to serve as an effective tool for
evaluating lung cancer trends in the US population, and the effects of possible
interventions. The FHCRC lung cancer model combines an underlying biologically
based natural history model that is calibrated to individual smoking histories in
substantial US lung cancer mortality cohorts with additional age, period, and birth
cohort effects to improve the calibration to US lung cancer mortality data. Limitations
include that it is not calibrated to US lung cancer incidence or CT screening cohort
data.

Two distinct modeling projects contributed to the development of the FHCRC lung
cancer model. The first project consisted of calibrating a biologically based natural
history model to individual smoking histories in several substantial lung cancer
cohorts. The calibrated model parameters (including background and smoking dose
response parameters) were shared with other Cancer Intervention and Surveillance
Modeling Network (CISNET) lung cancer modeling groups. The second project (called
the Lung Smoking Base Case) consists of combining the biologically based natural
history model with additional age, period, and birth cohort effects. This model is
calibrated to lung cancer deaths in the US population by single years of age and
calendar year. It should be of use in evaluating the effects of alternative tobacco control
policies, and in making projections of future US lung cancer mortality.

Development of the FHCRC lung cancer model took place in two distinct projects:

Project One : Calibrating a natural history model to smoking cohort data
Project Two : Lung Smoking Base Case - Modeling US lung cancer mortality trends
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MODEL OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This document describes previous work leading to this model and model itself in
general terms.

PURPOSE
We wish to understand the effects of smoking and other factors on US lung cancer
mortality. We modeled the effects of smoking using the biologically based two-stage
clonal expansion (TSCE) model (Moolgavkar et al. 1979, 1981, 1990; Heidenreich et al.,
1997). The TSCE model relates smoking to biological rates for cell initiation, promotion,
and malignant conversion processes. The effects of additional unknown factors that
may have influenced US lung cancer mortality rates were modeled using period and
cohort effects.

BACKGROUND
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer death in the US, and smoking is the most
important risk factor for developing lung cancer. Thus in modeling lung cancer in the
US, we felt it was important to use the best available methods to relate smoking to lung
cancer risk. The biologically based TSCE model seemed best for this purpose.

The FHCRC lung cancer project began with calibration of the TSCE model to several
large smoking cohorts, modeling individual smoking histories in relation to lung
cancer incidence and mortality [Project One]. This was followed by the Lung Smoking
Base Case [Project Two] in which we used the calibrated TSCE model to represent
effects of smoking on lung cancer mortality in the US population. We also introduced
additional corrections as a function of period and birth cohort to improve the fit to US
lung cancer mortality.

The TSCE model was initially developed by Moolgavkar, Venzon, and Knudson. This
model has been applied to analyze many types of cancer, including the effects of
smoking and other exposures. Calibrating the TSCE model to cohort data consists of
estimating dose-response relationships for these exposures as they affect cell initiation,
promotion, and malignant conversion rates. Maximum likelihood methods allow
optimization of the model to represent temporal patterns of risk associated with
different exposure histories of individuals in the cohort.

The TSCE natural history model represents basic cellular processes, including cell
division, apoptosis, and mutation, that contribute to three distinct phases in the
carcinogenic process: initiation, promotion (birth minus death of initiated cells) and
malignant conversion (TSCEModel Details). The TSCE model represents a significant
simplification of the biological processes associate with lung cancer. The model ignores
the possibility of multiple cancer pathways and disease subtypes. However, it does
provide a rigorous mathematical representation of processes that are considered as the
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rate-limiting events in carcinogenesis, and has provided excellent fits to individual and
population data for many cancer types (Moolgavkar and Luebeck, 2003).

The FHCRC lung cancer model builds on previous analyses using the TSCE model to
relate lung cancer risk to individual exposure patterns for smoking, radon, arsenic,
fibers, and radiation (Castren et al., 1999; Hazelton et al., 2001, 2005, 2006; Haylock et
al., 2004; Heidenreich et al, 2002; Kai et al, 1997; Little et al., 2002; Luebeck et al., 1999,
2000; Meza et al., 2008; Moolgavkar et al., 1989, 1993, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001a, 2001b,
2001c; Stevens et al., 1979, 1984). These analyses consistently show that the most
important lung cancer risk factor is tobacco smoke, with the risk increasing non-
linearly with smoking duration (Hazelton et al., 2005; Meza et al., 2008).

The FHCRC lung cancer model was applied to the Smoking Base Case [Project Two],
using the TSCE model to represent effects of smoking, and period and cohort effects to
represent other unknown factors. Inputs included US population data and lung cancer
deaths for males and females binned by single year of age and calendar year, and a
smoking history generator developed by NCI to simulate smoking histories and other
cause mortality for individuals in the US. Outputs are estimates of lung cancer deaths
by gender, age, and calendar year given historical smoking patterns, and also counter-
factual estimates for lung cancer deaths given alternative US smoking patterns.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
The FHCRC lung cancer model consists of a biologically based TSCE natural history
model of the effects of smoking on lung cancer morality, along with period and birth
cohort effects to represent lung cancer mortality in the US population (called the TSCE-
PC model, representing the age effects given by the TSCE natural history model, along
with period and birth cohort effects). A second model (called the TSCE-APC model)
includes additional age effects to capture possible discrepancies between age effects in
the TSCE calibration to US lung cancer mortality, and compensate for possible
limitations of the TSCE model in representing the effects of tobacco smoke on lung
cancer mortality.

For more details see: TSCEModel Details

CONTRIBUTORS
William D Hazelton
Jihyoun Jeon
Rafael Meza
Suresh Moolgavkar
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ASSUMPTION OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This document discusses assumptions underlying the model as well as some of their
implications.

BACKGROUND
The TSCE natural history model relates individual non-smoking and smoking histories
to cellular processes that contribute to the development of lung cancer. The TSCE
model allows calculation of the time-dependent probability for lung cancer mortality at
each age. The TSCE model includes an initial rate for mutation or epi-genetic change
leading to initiated cells, a birth rate and death rate for the initiated cells, and a rate for
second mutation or epi-genetic change that occurs during the cell division process of
an initiated cell to generate a malignant cell as well as another initiated cell. A lag time
or lag time distribution is used to represent the time from the first malignant cell to
cancer incidence or mortality from cancer. Smoking is assumed to affect any or all of
the rates through flexible dose-response functions.

To assess model reliability (Project One), we looked at consistency of model parameter
estimates between the different lung cancer mortality cohorts. We also analyzed
separately lung cancer incidence by subtype in the NHS and HPFS cohorts, where that
data is available.

In working on the Lung Smoking Base Case - Project Two, the FHCRC group found
that the TSCE natural history model, when calibrated to cohort data for lung cancer in
relation to smoking, does not fully account for lung cancer mortality in the US
population. Thus the FHCRC group found it necessary to include additional age,
period, and birth cohort adjustments that may correct for limitations of the TSCE
natural history model, for changing cigarette composition, and other exposures and
environmental factors that contribute to lung cancer in the US population. The FHCRC
lung cancer model combines the TSCE natural history model for smoking with these
additional age, period, and birth cohort adjustments.

ASSUMPTION LISTING

1. The TSCE natural history model (used in the Project One and Project Two by the
FHCRC group) assumes two stochastic rate-limiting mutation events, clonal
expansion of initiated cells, and a lag time from the first occurrence of a
malignant cell to the time of lung cancer death.

2. Calibration of the TSCE model to the HPFS and NHS lung cancer mortality data
(see Project One and Calibration and Validation sections) and subsequent
estimation of lung cancer deaths for the Lung Smoking Base Case included a
model assumption that there are a fixed number ( ) normal stem cells in lung.
Clearly the number must increase during embryogenesis, and any trend
throughout life has not been ascertained, nor has the total number, as lung stem
cells are difficult to identify. However, the likelihood based modeling approach
will estimate an initiation rate that will compensate any error on the assumed
number of stem cells at risk for initiation.
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3. The background rates for initiation and malignant conversion rates set equal to
each other, . This assures identifiability of the TSCE model parameters.

4. Normal stem cells may undergo faulty division to create an initiated cell.

5. Growth of the population of initiated cells (promotion) is modeled stochastically
through cell birth and death process. This process can not be observed directly,
but is consistently estimated between different cohorts as the most important
mechanism whereby cigarettes influence the risk of lung cancer.

6. Malignant conversion in the TSCE model is assumed equivalent to first
occurrence of a malignant cell arising through faulty division of an initiated cell.

7. A lag time or lag time distribution is assumed to represent the time between the
occurrence of the first malignant cell and cancer death.

8. The effects of cigarette smoke is modeled as a constant dose rate during periods
of smoking, and the smoking dose has separate non-linear (power-law)
influences on the initiation, promotion, and malignant conversion rates in the
TSCE model.

9. The smoking dose-response from the HPFS/NHS calibration is applicable to the
simulated US population data, given subsequent adjustments for additional age,
period, and birth cohort.

10. The SHG provided by NCI provides individual smoking histories consistent
with the historical patterns of smoking in the US.

11. The other cause mortality input provided by the SHG reflects historical trends in
the US population.

12. An additional age effect may correct for deficiencies of the TSCE model, and
differences between age effects in the calibration cohort and the US population.

13. A period effect is adequate to account for historical changes in cigarette
composition, demographic changes, and changes in health care that may
influence lung cancer mortality.

14. A birth cohort effect is able to capture effects of environmental, nutritional, and
other factors that influences the lifetime risk for lung cancer.
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PARAMETER OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This document provides an overview of the major parameters in the model, their
sources, and general implications they have on model outputs.

BACKGROUND
Parameters related to natural history for the Lung Smoking Base Case (Project Two)
were estimated from the TSCE model calibration to lung cancer mortality in smoking
cohorts (Project One), focusing on the HPFS and NHS cohorts. Additional age, period
and birth cohort parameters were estimated using US population and lung cancer
mortality data. Additional demographic parameters are embedded in the SHG to
reflect historical smoking trends and rates for other cause mortality.

PARAMETER LISTING OVERVIEW
The FHCRC lung cancer model parameters are categorized into:

1. Background parameters of the TSCE model (Natural History Component).

2. Dose-response parameters that relate current cigarette smoke exposure to the
rates for initiation, promotion (birth minus death of initiated cells) and
malignant conversion (Natural History Component).

3. Lag time parameters that describe the time lag or gamma lag time distribution
from the first malignant cell to cancer death (See Natural History Component
and Survival Mortality Component).

4. Additional demographic parameters used in the Lung Smoking Base Case
(Project Two): additional age, period, and birth cohort parameters applied to the
simulated US population (Population Component) to adjust the lung cancer
mortality calculations to represent US lung cancer deaths (Survival Mortality
Component).

The additional age, period, and birth cohort parameters are based on:

1. Smoothing parameters used to generate single year US population data from
census data

2. Smoothing parameters used to generate annual US lung cancer mortality data

BACKGROUND PARAMETERS:

1. Background initiation, malignant conversion rate

2. Background initiated cell division rate

3. Background net initiated cell promotion rate

DOSE-RESPONSE PARAMETERS FOR FULL MODEL:

1. Coefficient multiplying dose response for initiation

2. Power of dose for initiation
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3. Coefficient multiplying dose response for promotion

4. Power of dose for promotion

5. Coefficient multiplying dose response for malignant conversion

6. Power of dose for malignant conversion

NOTE 1. Typically only three or four dose-response parameters are required to model
lung cancer incidence or mortality due to cigarettes - two for the dominant effect of
promotion, and one or two describing the much smaller effect on initiation or
malignant conversion.

LAG TIME PARAMETERS:
Mean and standard deviation for gamma distribution, or fixed lag time
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COMPONENT OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This is a description of the basic computational building blocks/components of the
model.

OVERVIEW
Several components are involved to construct the FHCRC lung cancer model for the
Lung Smoking Base Case. A Population Component uses individual simulated
smoking and other cause mortality histories generated by the Smoking History
Generator to generate a simulated US population. A Natural History Component
utilizes the TSCE model, previously calibrated to smoking cohort data in Project One,
to estimate lung cancer deaths in the simulated US population based on the TSCE
model. A Survival Mortality Component includes effects of the lag time from first
malignant cell to lung cancer death in the TSCE model, and adjustments for additional
age, period, and birth cohort to improve the fit to US lung cancer mortality.

COMPONENT LISTING
The components used to construct the FHCRC lung cancer model include:

• Population Component

• Natural History Component

• Survival Mortality Component
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SMOKING HISTORY GENERATOR
COMPONENT

SUMMARY
The smoking history generator (SHG) is a shared precursor micro-simulation model
that produces cohort-specific smoking histories and deaths due to causes other than
lung cancer as inputs for the dose-response models used by members of the CISNET
lung cancer consortium.

OVERVIEW
The core SHG software was parameterized using three tobacco control scenarios to
produce the requisite input data for the models. The first, called the actual tobacco
control (ATC) scenario, is a quantitative description of actual smoking behaviors of
males and females born in the United States between 1890 and 1984. The second, called
no tobacco control (NTC), is a quantitative description of predicted smoking behaviors
of males and females in the United States under the assumption that tobacco control
efforts starting mid-century had never been implemented. The third, called complete
tobacco control (CTC), is a quantitative description of predicted smoking behaviors of
males and females in the United States under the assumption that tobacco control
activities yielded perfect compliance, with all cigarette smoking coming to an end in
the mid-sixties. The ATC scenario used inputs derived directly from observed data in
the National Health Interview Surveys (NHIS) and the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) National Survey on Drug Use and Health.
The NTC scenario used inputs derived by extrapolating from trends in the observed
histories before 1954, i.e., before any tobacco control in the decade leading up to the
publication of the Surgeon General's Report in 1964. The CTC scenario was simulated
by setting cessation rates to one (i.e., transferring all current smokers to former
smokers) and allowing no further initiation starting in 1965 while using the observed
values in earlier years.

DETAIL
The SHG accepts parameters supportive of the three tobacco control scenarios
described above (see Table SGH-I below). The ATC scenario uses initiation, cessation
and smoking intensity (CPD) rates directly derived from the NHIS and SAMHSA
datasets. The NTC scenario uses initiation and cessation rates derived by fitting an age-
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period-cohort model to the ATC rates upto 1954, i.e., before the apperance of any
tobacco control measures, and by projecting those into the future maintaining them
consistent with the patterns observed in 1954. The CTC scenario uses initiation and
cessation rates identical to those of the ATC scenario upto 1965, and then sets the
cessation rates equal to one and the initiation rates equal to zero, i.e., all smokers are
forced to quit in 1965, and no new smokers are allowed to appear thereafter. All
scenarios use smoking dependent other cause mortality (OCD) rates derived from
several sources as mentioned above.

Computational process in the usage of the SHG

The CISNET SHG is implemented in C++ and consists of a single simulation class, that
receives file system paths to five parameter files, four integer pseudorandom number
generator (PRNG) seeds, and an optional immediate smoking cessation year
parameter. The SHG simulation class employs four independent random selection
processes that are implemented via a class-based wrapper of the Mersenne Twister

PRNG.1

Here we briefly describe the outline for computational process in the usage of the SHG:

1. Initialization

a. Load input data

b. Initialize random number streams

3. Start Simulation

a. Validate inputs

b. Determine Initiation Age (if any)

c. Determine Cessation Age (if any)

d. Compute cigarettes smoked per day (CPD) vector for those who initiate

1. Determine smoking intensity group (based on initiation age)

2. Determine CPD based on smoking intensity and age at initiation

3. Determine uptake period and attenuate CPD during uptake period

4. Generate CPD vector from initiation to cessation or simulation cutoff

e. Compute other cause of death (OCD) age

5. Write individual outputs

6. Loop simulation if repeats are specified

Fred Hutchinson CRC (FHLUNG)
Smoking History Generator Component
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RELEVANT PARAMETERS
The SHG utilizes input data from several sources: the NHIS data from 1965 to 2001, the
SAMHSA data, the Berkeley mortality database cohort life-tables, the National Center
for Health Statistics (NCHS), the Cancer Prevention Study I and II (CPS-I and CPS-II),
and the Nutrition follow-up studies sponsored by the American Cancer Society. The
NHIS and the SAMHSA datasets provide estimates for prevalence of never, former (by
years quit) and current smokers by age and year, and data on smoking intensity (in
terms of the average number of cigarettes smoked per day (CPD)). These data were
used to create implicit initiation and cessation rates. Using the average initiation rate,
the SHG is able to determine the likelihood that a never smoker becomes a smoker. For
those individuals that are smokers, the cessation rates are used to determine the
likelihood that a smoker becomes an ex-smoker. The Berkeley life-tables, combined
with smoking prevalence estimates from NHIS and the relative risks of death for
smokers and former smokers in comparison to never smokers from CPS-I and CPS-II,
are used to produce the probability of death from causes other than lung cancer based
on age, sex, birth cohort, and smoking status. Table SHG-I summarizes the input
source for the SHG for the three CISNET tobacco control scenarios.

Table SHG-I

Inpupt ATC NTC CTC

Initiation rates NHIS Derived Derived

(no new smokers after 1965)

Cessation rates NHIS Derived Derived

(all smokers quit in 1965)

CPD1 NHIS,SMAHSA

OCD2 Berkely life-tables, NCHS, NHIS, CPS-I, CPS-III, Nutrition Follow-up studies

Birth year

(1890-1984)

User Defined

Gender

(Male/Female)

User Defined

Race

(All race)

User Defined

1 Cigarettes smoked per day,2Other Cause of Death

ATC: actual tobacco control, NTC: no tobacco control, CTC: complete tobacco control.
To simulate life histories for individuals using the SHG, for any given run, the
following parameters must be provided:

Fred Hutchinson CRC (FHLUNG)
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Table SHG-II

Parameter Valid Values

Seed value for PRNG used for Initiation, Cessation, OCD1, Smoking

intensity quintile

Integer from -1 to 2147483647

(A value of -1 uses the clock time as the

seed)

Race 0 = All Races

Sex 0=Male, 1=Female

Year of Birth Integer from 1890 to 1984

Immediate Cessation year2 0 or Integer from 1910 to 2000

Repeat3 Integer >1 (number of times to repeat

simulation)

File paths to Initiation,Cessation, OCD,

Smoking intensity quintile and CPD4 data files

As derived from NHIS depending on the

scenario

1Other cause of death, 2 This variable is set to 0 except for CTC scenario. To apply immediate smoking

cessation for CTC scenario, the year for immediate cessation must be supplied to the simulator. If the year

value supplied is 0, immediate cessation will not be used in the run. If a year value is supplied, immediate

cessation will occur on January 1st of year provided. 3Key is optional and can be excluded. If the Repeat value

is included and is not a vector value, each set of parameters will be repeated by the amount specified. If the

Repeat value is included and is a vector value, the repeat value will pertain to the value set that it corresponds

to. 4Cigarettes smoked per day.

DEPENDENT OUTPUTS
The inputs of the SHG are used to simulate life histories (up to age 84) for individuals
born in the United States between 1890 and 1984. These life histories include a birth
year, and age at death from causes other than lung cancer, conditioned on smoking
histories. For each simulated individual, the generated life histories include whether
the individual was a smoker or not and, if a smoker, the age at smoking initiation, the
smoking intensity in cigarettes per day (CPD) by age, and the age of smoking
cessation. Smoking relapse, the probability that a former smoker starts smoking again,
is not modeled. Table SHG-III summarizes the output of the SHG. Fig. SHG-1 shows
two examples of smoking histories simulated by the SHG; a) an individual born in 1910
who begins smoking at age 17, quits at age 56 and dies at age 67 due to causes other
than lung cancer, and b) an individual born in 1920 who begins smoking at age 22 and
dies at age 53 due to causes other than lung cancer.

Table SHG-III

Table SHG-III

Initiation Age Age at smoking initiation

Cessation Age Age at smoking cessation

OCD1 Age Age at death from cause other than lung cancer

Smoking

History

Smoking intensity quintile (5 quintiles ranging from light to heavy smoking), Yearly smoking dose

(CPD2)

1Other cause of death, 2Cigarettes smoked per day.
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Figure SHG-1: Examples of the SHG-Generated Events

Simulation results by the SHG can be formatted in four different ways:

1. Text (formatted, human readable text depicting smoking history);

2. Tab Delimited Data (plain text, suitable for post-processing);

3. Annotated text-based timeline (visual representation in text);

4. XML (plain text, suitable for parsing). The outputs from the SHG are made up of
individual life histories, each of which includes the following variables: birth
year, age of smoking initiation, the corresponding smoking intensity (CPD) by
age, age of smoking cessation, and age at death from causes other than lung
cancer, conditioned on smoking histories.

REFERENCES:
1 Matsumoto M., Nishimura T. “Mersenne twister: a 623-dimensionally

equidistributed uniform pseudo-random number generator.” in ACM
Transactions on Modeling and Computer Simulation 1998; 8: 1: 3-30
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POPULATION COMPONENT

SUMMARY
We use individual level simulation of the full US population stratified by single year
age and birth year, and gender.

OVERVIEW
The purpose of the population component was to model smoking and other cause
mortality in the US. The Smoking History Generator provided simulated individual
histories, including birth year, age and smoking intensity at start of smoking, and ages
and intensities at subsequent ages when smoking habits changed or when smoking
stopped, and projected age of other cause death.

QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTION
We use individual-based microsimulation of the full US population stratified by single
year age and birth year, and gender. These smoking histories were sampled and used
to build up a synthetic population that matched the full US population binned by
single year ages 30-84 and calendar years 1975-2000. The TSCE model (a Markov
transition model at the cellular level) was applied to each of the time-dependent
smoking histories to estimate lung cancer deaths. This was combined with a statistical
model representing additional age, period, and birth cohort effects, based on the
stratification of the US population by age and calendar year.

POPULATION DYNAMICS
The TSCE model relates smoking to cell dynamics from birth to death for each
individual in the population. However, changes in lung cancer over time in the US
population were not fully captured by the TSCE model. Thus we made a second
calibration by estimating additional period and birth cohort effects. These factors may
adjust for model misspecification, effects of changing cigarette composition, changing
demographics, and other exposures and environmental factors.

RECURRENCE
The FHCRC model represents lung cancer mortality, not detection or recurrence.
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NATURAL HISTORY COMPONENT

SUMMARY
The FHCRC lung model represents lung cancer development as a stochastic (two-
stage) cellular process that is influenced by an individual's smoking history.

OVERVIEW
The natural history component relates the probability of lung cancer mortality to each
individual's smoking history using the biologically-motivated TSCE model. In the
TSCE model, smoking influences the carcinogenic process throughout life, with the
model representing survival until occurrence of a first malignant cell. A lag time is
used to represent time from first malignant cell to lung cancer death (Survival
Mortality Component). The natural history model builds on the (Population
Component) that simulates the full US population based on simulated individual
smoking histories and date of other cause mortality. The natural history provides
estimates of US lung cancer mortality by age, gender and calendar year. These
estimates from the natural history component are further adjusted by calendar year
and birth cohort (Survival Mortality Component).

DISEASE STAGES
The TSCE model represents carcinogenesis as a lifeling process consisting of initiating
mutations, clonal expansion of initiated cells, and malignant conversion. In the TSCE
model, malignant conversion is defined as occurrence of the first malignant cell. The
probability of lung cancer is related to the evolving joint probability distribution of
these different cells throughout life. There is no explicit definition of disease stages in
this model.

DISEASE GROWTH
We model the probability distribution for discrete cells as described above, allowing
almost continuous growth of the intermediate lesions that consist of initiated cells.

STAGE TRANSITION TRENDS
The cell birth, death, and mutation in the carcinogenic process naturally give rise to
changing transition rates because any cell in the increasing mass of intermediate cells
can mutate to give rise to cancer. Thus in general, the effective rates increase with age,
even if the rates for a single cell are held constant.

REGRESSION
The model allows for disease regression as pre-malignant clones may become extinct
through random process of cell death.
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SURVIVAL MORTALITY
COMPONENT

SUMMARY
This document describes how survival and mortality are modeled.

OVERVIEW
The TSCE model (See Natural History Component) represents cellular dynamics
during carcinogenesis until occurrence of the first malignant cell. Thus it is necessary to
include a lag time, or distribution of lag times, to represent the time from first
malignant cell to lung cancer death. Further adjustments to lung cancer deaths in the
US population are modeled as calendar year and birth cohort effects.

SURVIVAL ESTIMATION COVARIATES
Survival and mortality depend on disease progression according to the TSCE natural
history model, combined with a statistical model representing additional age, period,
and birth cohort effects.

OTHER CAUSE MORTALITY
The Smoking History Generator was developed to reflect historical smoking trends
and rates for other cause mortality in the US population. The FHCRC lung cancer
model used the simulated individual smoking histories including the age of other
cause death provided by the SHG.
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OUTPUT OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This document describes the types of outputs generated by the FHCRC lung cancer
model.

OVERVIEW
The FHCRC lung cancer model provides estimates of lung cancer deaths in the US
population by gender, age, and calendar year, given historical smoking patterns or
alternative (counter-factual) smoking scenarios.

OUTPUT LISTING

1. Project One : Biological parameters and dose-response parameters related to
smoking exposure in the TSCE model (See Table3)

• back ground initiation rate

• back ground division rate of an initiated cell

• back ground net cell proliferation rate of an initiated cell

• back ground malignant conversion rate

• two parameters regarding dose-response effect for the division rate and the net
cell proliferation rate

• two parameters regarding dose-response effect for the malignant conversion rate

• lag time parameter for the progression (assumed 5 years)

These estimates for pre-malignant cellular kinetics relate directly to the commonly
reported lead time from smoking exposure to lung cancer, and to the growth rate of
pre-malignant lesions. Validation of these rates included comparison with calibration
to other cohorts. These outputs were the basis for estimating the relation between
smoking and lung cancer in the simulation of the US population (Project Two).

2. Project Two : Parameters for secular time trends in both TSCE-PC model and
TSCE-APC model

• calendar year effects (calendar years from 1975 to 2000) (Figure2 and Figure3)

• birth cohort effects (birth cohorts 1890-1894,1895-1899,....,1960-1964,1965- for AC)
(Figure4 and Figure5)

• additional age effects in the TSCE-APC model (Figure6)

3. Lung Smoking Base Case: Model outputs in both TSCE-PC model and TSCE-
APC model
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• Age-standardized lung cancer mortality rates (using the 2000 US standard
population, Census P25-1130) by calendar year for US males and US females for
three different smoking scenarios (ATC, NTC, CTC) (For ATC case, see Figure7
and Figure8. Figures for NTC and CTC cases will be available in the forthcoming
paper)

• Avoided lung cancer deaths resulted from the actual tobacco control ( # lung
cancer deaths in NTC # lung cancer deaths in ATC) (Figures will appear in the
forthcoming paper)

• Avoidable lung cancer deaths by assuming all smoking stops in 1965 ( # lung
cancer deaths in ATC # lung cancer deaths in CTC) (Figures will appear in the
forthcoming paper).

These estimates for lung cancer deaths, stratified by gender, age and calendar year,
may be converted to stratum specific lung cancer rates by dividing by population
counts within each stratum. Estimates of avoided and avoidable deaths were compared
against historical outcomes for lung cancer mortality in the US to provide some
indication of the benefit of the US Surgeon General's warnings about the dangers of
smoking, and also an upper limit to the potential benefits of additional efforts at
reducing tobacco consumption.
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RESULTS OVERVIEW

SUMMARY
This document summarizes results from calibration of the FHCRC lung cancer model
to cohort data (Project One) and application to understand the effects of smoking on
lung cancer mortality in the US population (Project Two).

OVERVIEW
The FHCRC lung cancer model used the TSCE model incorporating the mechanisms of
initiation, promotion and malignant conversion in carcinogenesis to analyze lung
cancer mortality in five large cohorts; the British Doctors’s, CPS I and II, HPFS and
NHS cohorts (Project One). The parameter estimates from calibration to lung cancer
mortality using these cohorts are closely tied to the model purpose of understanding
the underlying biological mechanisms that relate tobacco smoke to lung cancer in the
US population (Project Two).

By fitting the model to these cohorts data, we estimated the biological parameters
related to age-specific cancer rates and dose-response parameters related to smoking
exposure. The key biological parameters are the rate of initiation, the rates of cell
division and apoptosis/differentiation of initiated cells, and the rate of malignant
conversion of initiated cells. Progression from the first appearance of malignancy to
death from lung cancer is modeled as a constant lag time. And the effect of smoking
habits on age-specific lung cancer mortality is modeled via a dose-response function on
each of these parameters. Based on the likelihood approach, we chose the most
parsimonious model which is consistent with these cohorts data, and summarized the
list of parameters in the final model here.

We began the model calibration to each cohort assuming that smoking could influence
promotion, initiation, or malignant conversion. This is called the full model. After
optimization of the full model, we progressively eliminated parameters that did not
significantly contribute to the likelihood. This is called the reduced model (refer to
Table1).

We found that the contemporaneous CPS-I and British doctors cohorts could be fit with
all but one parameter in common. The CPS-II cohort was followed about 20 years later,
and represented individuals smoking newer cigarettes. The CPS-II cohort dose-
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response differs from the earlier cohort by having no significant effect of cigarette
smoking dose-response on initiation, but a larger dose-response on promotion than
found in the CPS-I cohort (for details, refer to the paper by Hazelton et al. 2005, See
Table2). The HPFS and NHS cohorts are in the similar period as the CPS-II cohort, and
we found no significant effect of smoking dose-response on initiation, which is
consistent with the CPS-II cohort. However, we found significant effect of smoking
dose-response on promotion as well as malignant conversion in the HPFS and NHS
lung cancer mortality cohorts (refer to Table3).

The FHCRC lung cancer model combines the TSCE model, which was calibrated to the
lung cancer mortality in the HPFS cohort for males and the NHS cohort for females,
with US population-based adjustments for secular time trends (period and birth cohort
in the TSCE-PC model, and additional age, period and birth cohort in the TSCE-APC
model). The NCI's SHG can simulate individual-level smoking histories and generate
cohorts of individuals for different smoking scenarios. We use the FHCRC lung cancer
model to predict lung cancer mortality for various smoking scenarios using the cohorts
generated by the SHG.

Three smoking scenarios are explored in the Lung Smoking Base Case study.

1. Actual tobacco control (ATC): Due to the increasing information about the
harmful effects of smoking on the public health, including the US Surgeon
General’s report about the risk of smoking around 1964, smoking habits have
been changed in the US over last several decades starting in the early 1950s. The
SHG generated individuals with smoking histories mimicking actual smoking
trends in the US population.

2. No tobacco control (NTC): To investigate the effects of tobacco control on lung
cancer mortality, individuals with comparative smoking histories by assuming
that no tobacco control occurred were generated by the SHG.

3. Complete tobacco control (CTC): To explore the maximum potential benefits
from tobacco control on lung cancer mortality, the SHG generated individual
histories that all smokers quit smoking in 1965 and no individuals began
smoking after that.

There are two separate cohorts generated by the SHG and we present the results for
both cohorts.

1. Empirical Cohorts (EC): Starting with birth cohort 1900, based on empirical data

2. All Cohorts (AC): Starting with birth cohort 1890, involves extrapolated
smoking history data

RESULTS LIST
PROJECT 1 -TSCE SMOKING NATURAL HISTORY MODEL OUTPUT

During the calibration of the TSCE natural history model to different lung cancer
mortality cohorts [See Project One], we found that smoking exposure tends to increase
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rates of mutation, and more importantly, smoking significantly increases the growth
(promotion) of initiated cells, leading to increased net cell proliferation rates of pre-
malignant cells, and a subsequent rise in risk for lung cancer.

The FHCRC group chose to use the lung cancer mortality calibration of the TSCE
model to the HPFS cohort for males and the NHS cohort for females that were
performed as the first project [Project One]. This TSCE model calibration was used as
the primary component in constructing the FHCRC lung cancer model. The HPFS
(1986-2002) and NHS (1976-2000) cohorts calibration was chosen on the basis that these
cohorts may take account for the risks from current cigarette compositions, and may
well represent the contemporary US lung cancer trend and demographics for the Lung
Smoking Base Case, which are ranged over the period 1975-2000. Furthermore these
cohorts have information for former smokers as well as never and current smokers,
with extensive cross tabulation of lung cancer deaths and population at risk by gender,
race, age, duration of smoking, and smoking rate. Because of the explicit information
for former smokers, these cohorts may be adequate to reflect the impact of quitting
smoking on lung cancer mortality. To compensate for possible limitations of the
cohort-calibrated TSCE model, the FHCRC group introduced additional age, period,
and birth cohort effects when calibrating to lung cancer mortality in the US population.

PROJECT 2 - OUTPUTS OF ADDITIONAL AGE, PERIOD, AND BIRTH COHORT
ADJUSTMENTS IN LUNG SMOKING BASE CASE

For the Lung Smoking Base Case (see Project Two) the expected number of lung cancer
deaths were calculated from the cohort-calibrated TSCE model, using the individual
histories generated by the NCI's SHG that were selected to fill up the full US
population table by single year of age from 30 to 84, and calendar years from 1975 to
2000. The outputs from the additional age, period, and birth cohort adjustment consist
of a set of parameters (see Parameter Overview) to optimize the FHCRC lung cancer
model projections to observed US population counts and numbers of lung cancer
deaths by gender and single year of age from 30 to 84, and calendar years from 1975 to
2000. The Lung Smoking Base Case [Project Two] study utilizes calibration to a lung
cancer mortality cohort [Project One] that includes background, dose-response, and lag
time parameters relating to the effects of smoking to lung cancer mortality. These
parameters are used in calibrating to US population and lung cancer mortality data.
Outputs from this process include projections of lung cancer mortality by single years
for ages 30-84, and calendar years 1975-2000. In the Lung Smoking Base Case, we
predict the number of avoided deaths from lung cancer under the actual tobacco
control scenario compared to no tobacco control scenario, and also the potential
avoidable deaths from lung cancer if all smokers quit smoking in the year 1965, and no
one started smoking after that. The explicit results from the Lung Smoking Base Case
will appear in the forthcoming paper.
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PROJECT ONE
The first project consisted of calibrating a natural history model to substantial US
smoking cohorts to model the probability of lung cancer death at different ages in
terms of an individual’s smoking behavior up to that age. The two stage clonal
expansion (TSCE) model was chosen to represent the natural history of lung cancer
(Moolgavkar and Venzon, 1979; Moolgavkar and Knudson, 1981). The TSCE model is a
stochastic model that represents the processes of initiation, promotion, and malignant
conversion during carcinogenesis. The TSCE model parameters were calibrated to lung
cancer mortality among never and current smokers in the American Cancer Society
CPS-I and CPS-II cohorts and also the British Doctors cohort from the UK (Hazelton et
al., 2005). We also calibrated the model to lung cancer incidence (Meza et al., 2008) and
mortality in the prospective Health Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS) and the
Nurses' Health Study (NHS) cohorts. These calibrated natural history model
parameters were shared with other CISNET lung cancer modeling groups for use in
modeling US lung cancer mortality. The TSCE model provided excellent fits to the data
representing smoking histories for individuals in the different cohorts. The FHCRC
lung group's use of these natural history parameters is discussed in more detail below.

The natural history model calibrations to different cohorts allowed us to compare
estimates for the effects of tobacco on lung cancer through analysis of incidence (HPFS
and NHS) or mortality (CPS-I, British Doctors, CPS-II, HPFS and NHS). Follow-up for
the CPS-I and British Doctors cohorts occurred about 20 years prior to CPS-II, HPFS
and NHS, allowing us compare the effects of earlier versus later cigarette compositions.
In general, all models indicated that the most important dose-response effect of tobacco
smoke is on promoting the growth (increasing the clonal expansion rate) of pre-
malignant cells. This promotion effect is slightly stronger in the CPS-II, HPFS, and
NHS analysis with the more recent (lower tar and nicotine) cigarette compositions.
Lung cancer risk is also slightly increased by an influence of smoking on initiation, but
this effect is insignificant in the newer cigarettes.

Other factors outside the natural history model's domain influence the lung cancer
mortality rates in the US population. First, individuals in the US smoking cohorts are
not fully representative of the US population. Second, the composition of cigarettes has
changed substantially over time. Third, other exposures and environmental factors
may contribute to lung cancer risk. In addition, the TSCE model consists of only two
stages, whereas the lung cancer process is biologically complex, and progresses along
many pathways. Thus, the TSCE natural history model may not be capable of fully
capturing the effects of smoking on the subsequent risk of lung cancer. Therefore, in
addition to the biologically based smoking model, we introduce additional age, period,
and birth cohort effects to adjust for these other factors when calibrating the FHCRC
lung cancer model to US lung cancer mortality data.
See Also: Project One, Project Two
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PROJECT TWO
Each CISNET lung cancer modeling group has developed age-specific models of US
lung cancer mortality trends for ages 30-84 and calendar years 1975-2000. This
comparative modeling effort of different groups is called the Lung Smoking Base Case.
The FHCRC lung cancer modeling group chose to use the TSCE natural history model,
calibrated to relate smoking histories to lung cancer mortality, as the central element in
addressing the Lung Smoking Base Case. However, the FHCRC group found that
additional age, period, and birth cohort effects were needed to account for changes in
cigarette composition over time, other factors that contribute to lung cancer, and
limitations of the TSCE natural history model. This combination of biologically based
modeling, combined with statistical adjustments for additional age, period, and birth
cohort, constitutes the FHCRC lung cancer model. The FHCRC lung cancer model was
subsequently used to evaluate the impact of public health messages on lung cancer
trends and life years lost (or gained) under alternative tobacco consumption scenarios.

Smoking is the most significant risk factor in modeling US lung cancer trends. The
Smoking History Generator (SHG) provided by the National Cancer Institute (NCI)
was used to generate individuals with simulated smoking histories. We developed
software to sample and combine these simulated individuals to imitate the full US
population table for each calendar year (ranging from 1975 to 2000) and age bin
(ranging from 30 to 84) separately for males and females. Then the cohort-calibrated
TSCE natural history model was applied to each of these simulated individuals with
smoking histories to calculate the expected lung cancer deaths in each cell of the US
population table for males and females. However, comparison of the number of
expected lung cancer deaths against the number of observed lung cancer deaths in each
cell revealed discrepancies and apparent age, period, and birth cohort trends are not
fully accounted for by the model.

Factors other than smoking influence US lung cancer mortality trends. Although the
TSCE natural history model accounted for most lung cancer deaths observed in the US,
additional age, period, and birth cohort factors were required to accurately represent
the detailed lung cancer mortality outcomes in the US population. Thus, we did further
calibration by applying additional age, period, and birth cohort effects to the modeled
US lung cancer mortality rates by the TSCE natural history model to match the
observed US lung cancer mortality rates.

IMPACT OF PUBLIC HEALTH MESSAGES ON US LUNG CANCER MORTALITY
It is generally thought that increasing US lung cancer trends slowed, and even
decreased, in response to increasing public awareness during the 1960's and later about
the dangers of smoking (Irvine et al., 2006; Musk et al., 2003). This public knowledge
came from many sources, including statements of the US Surgeon General about the
risk of smoking (Parascandola et al., 2001, 2006).

See Also: Project One, Project Two
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TSCEMODEL DETAILS
The TSCE model is a mathematical model that represents the carcinogenic process by
tracking the probability distribution for the number of cells on the pathway to cancer.
The model assumes that any of the normal stem cells in lung may undergo, at random,
a first mutation step (called initiation) at rate during the course of cell division to
create an initiated cell. Each initiated cell may undergo cell division at rate or cell
death at rate . A random second mutation event may occur at rate as any of the
initiated cells undergo cell division, producing a malignant cell. After occurrence of the
first malignant cell, a lag time is used to represent the time between the appearance of
the first malignant cell and lung cancer mortality (See Figure1).

Let be the exposure dose to smoking at age . Then we assume that initiation,
promotion, and malignant conversion rates may be altered during periods of
exposures through flexible dose-response relationships:

where represents a biological parameter in the model, is the background
parameter, and and are the dose-response coefficients corresponding to smoking.
Closed form expressions for the hazard and survival function of the TSCE model are
known in the case of piecewise constant parameters (Heidenreich et al., 1997).

where is the number of normal stem cells, is the number of age-periods with
different parameter values before age ; denote the end-points
of the age-period, is the smoking-dose during the age-period, , and

, , , denote the parameter values during the age-period, and
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These equations may be used to calculate the TSCE model survival and hazard
at any time .

If we assume a constant or gamma lag time between the appearance of the first
malignant cell and lung cancer death, the survival probability at age of an individual
with smoking history , , is given by

where denotes the vector of identifiable model parameters given the smoking
history , and is the gamma density. We calculate the probability for lung cancer
mortality in each single year of age for the individual, given the gender and the full
smoking history of the individual. During calibration to smoking cohort data, the
study follow-up times and known outcome for each individual (death from lung
cancer, or study censoring) were combined with the model probabilities for individual
death from lung cancer at each age to form an individual likelihood.
The individual likelihood depends on time of entry into the study
, censoring or failure time , and on detailed smoking exposure histories in conjunction
with general dose-response models for the biological parameters in the TSCE model,
and on the lag time or lag time distribution. We assume that each individual is lung
cancer free at the beginning of the study, . The individual likelihoods for cases and
survivors, including left truncation, are given by

where the prime denotes derivative with respect to .
Assuming independence between individuals, the cohort likelihood is the product of
individual likelihoods over all subjects ,
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Gradient search methods (Bhat FORTRAN software library, Luebeck 2009) were then
used to maximize the likelihood, leading to a set of model parameters that relate
individual histories to the probability of death from lung cancer at each age.

TSCE SMOKING NATURAL HISTORY MODEL INPUTS

Individual histories include gender, age at start smoking (if a smoker), beginning
smoking rate (number of cigarettes per day), age at each change in smoking habit, and
smoking rate during each of these periods, the age at quit smoking (if that occurs), age
at entry into the study, age at lung cancer death or end of study follow-up. These
individual history inputs were input from the cohort records during calibration to
smoking cohort data [see Project One].

The TSCE-PC and TSCE-APC model calibrations utilized histories generated by the
NCI provided Smoking History Generator (SHG) to fill up the full US population
tables by gender and single year of age from 30 to 84, and calendar years from 1975 to
2000. The TSCE natural history model used the simulated smoking history inputs for
individuals that contributed to each cell of the simulated US population table to
calculate the expected number of lung cancer deaths by single year of age and calendar
year.

INPUTS FOR MODEL CALIBRATION IN LUNG SMOKING BASE CASE

Assume lung cancer mortality data is in tabular form for age groups and
calendar years. For age group , the number of lung cancer deaths during

calendar year can be assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with mean .

We consider two calibration approaches:

1. Age-Period-Cohort model (TSCE-PC model):

where is the mean of the age group, and are coefficients that adjust for
birth cohort and calendar year (period) effects, respectively, is the person years at
risk, and represents the hazard function of the TSCE natural history model with
lag time evaluated at age .

2. Age-Age-Period-Cohort model (TSCE-APC model):

where is the coefficient that adjust for additional age effect for the age group,
and other variables are the same as above.
The overall likelihood for the observed lung cancer mortality in all age-calendar year
groups is given by
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where is the number of lung cancer deaths in the age group during calendar
year .
The parameters in the TSCE natural history model were estimated by calibrating to
lung cancer mortality cohorts [refer to the Project One]. And these estimated
parameters are used in the calculation of . Thus the above likelihood is used to
estimate the secular terms: period and birth cohort effects in the TSCE-PC model, and
additional age, period and birth cohort effects in the TSCE-APC model. Note in these
two models, `TSCE' refers the age effect calculated from the TSCE model.
In the Lung Smoking Base Case study, the inputs for model calibration consist of US
population counts and numbers of lung cancer deaths by gender and single year of age
from 30 to 84, and calendar years from 1975 to 2000.
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FIGURE2

Figure 2: Calendar year effects (1975-2000). AC: all cohorts starting with birth cohort
1890, involves extrapolated smoking history data. Age-Period-Cohort model is used.
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FIGURE3

Figure 3: Calendar year effects (1975-2000). AC: all cohorts starting with birth cohort
1890, involves extrapolated smoking history data. Age-Age-Period-Cohort model is
used.
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FIGURE4

Figure 4: Birth cohort effects (birth cohorts 1890 − 1894, 1895 − 1899, ...., 1960 − 1964,>=
1965). AC: all cohorts starting with birth cohort 1890, involves extrapolated smoking
history data. Age-Period-Cohort model is used.
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FIGURE5

Figure 5: Birth cohort effects (birth cohorts 1890 − 1894, 1895 − 1899, ...., 1960 − 1964,>=
1965). AC: all cohorts starting with birth cohort 1890, involves extrapolated smoking
history data. Age-Age-Period-Cohort model is used.
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FIGURE6

Figure 6: Additional age effects. AC: all cohorts starting with birth cohort 1890,
involves extrapolated smoking history data. Age-Age-Period-Cohort model is used.
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FIGURE7

Figure 7: Age-standardized lung cancer mortality rates (using the 2000 US standard
population, Census P25-1130) by calendar year. Diamond points represent the age-
standardized lung cancer mortality rates in the observed US lung cancer mortality
data, and the green line is the model prediction. AC: all cohorts starting with birth
cohort 1890, involves extrapolated smoking history data. EC: empirical cohorts starting
with birth cohort 1900, based on empirical data. Age-Period-Cohort model is used.
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FIGURE8

Figure 8: Age-standardized lung cancer mortality rates (using the 2000 US standard
population, Census P25-1130) by calendar year. Diamond points represent the age-
standardized lung cancer mortality rates in the observed US lung cancer mortality
data, and the green line is the model prediction. AC: all cohorts starting with birth
cohort 1890, involves extrapolated smoking history data. EC: empirical cohorts starting
with birth cohort 1900, based on empirical data. Age-Age-Period-Cohort model is used.
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FIGURE1

Figure 1: Two-stage clonal expansion (TSCE) model of lung cancer, including initiation,
promotion, malignant conversion, and a lag time from first malignant cell to time of
death from lung cancer.
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